
 

1. FILL IN THE GAPS; USE THE WORDS FROM THE BOX. 

ALONE, BELONGS, BRIDGE, EMAIL, FLASH, KILOMETRE, LIGHT, MOONSTONE, MOVE, QUEEN, 
SCREEN, SPEAK, SUDDENLY, TALL, TERRIFIED, WOOD 

 

Sophie wants to send an _______________________ to her friend in London when a message 

______________________ appears on the ____________________ of her computer. It tells her to go to 

Devil’s Bridge. It’s a little bridge about a ______________________ down the river in Hunter’s 

______________________. After half an hour Sophie is at the ______________________. There is a circle of 

red _________________________ on the bridge and there’s a ___________________ woman with long dark 

hair in it. She is the Red _______________________. Sophie is _____________________. When she looks 

into the Red Queen’s eyes she can’t speak or _______________________. The queen wants to have the 

_________________________. It’s in Sophie’s hand. Sophie looks at the moonstone and she can 

_________________________ again. She tells the Queen that the moonstone _________________________ 

to her and that the Queen can’t have it. Then there’s a ________________________ of silver light and the 

Queen disappears. Sophie is ________________________ on Devil’s Bridge again. 

 

2. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

a. What does Sophie want to send? __________________________________________________________ 

b. What can she suddenly see on the computer screen? __________________________________________ 

c. What must she follow to get to Devil’s Bridge? ________________________________________________ 

d. When does she come to Devil’s Bridge? ____________________________________________________ 

 

 

e. What can she see on the bridge? __________________________________________________________ 

f. Who is in the circle? ____________________________________________________________________ 

g. What is the woman’s name? ______________________________________________________________ 

h. How does Sophie feel? __________________________________________________________________ 

i. What does the Queen tell Sophie about her mission? __________________________________________ 

j. What does she want from Sophie? _________________________________________________________ 

k. What can Sophie hear in her head? ________________________________________________________ 

l. What does the voice tell her? _____________________________________________________________ 

m. Where mustn’t Sophie look? ______________________________________________________________ 

n. What happens when Sophie feels the moonstone in her hand? ___________________________________ 

o. Who does the moonstone belong to? _______________________________________________________ 

p. What happens to the Queen? _____________________________________________________________ 

3. SOLVE THE JUMBLED WORDS. 

NESREC  KDAR  

WOOLLF  NOBELG  

RATEL  SALAFH  

TIREFERDI  VRELIS  

SIMOBILPES  NALEO  

OCIVE  TEMENIG  

LATL  HACE  

 



e. What can she see on the bridge? __________________________________________________________ 

f. Who is in the circle? ____________________________________________________________________ 

g. What is the woman’s name? ______________________________________________________________ 

h. How does Sophie feel? __________________________________________________________________ 

i. What does the Queen tell Sophie about her mission? __________________________________________ 

j. What does she want from Sophie? _________________________________________________________ 

k. What can Sophie hear in her head? ________________________________________________________ 

l. What does the voice tell her? _____________________________________________________________ 

m. Where mustn’t Sophie look? ______________________________________________________________ 

n. What happens when Sophie feels the moonstone in her hand? ___________________________________ 

o. Who does the moonstone belong to? _______________________________________________________ 

p. What happens to the Queen? _____________________________________________________________ 

4. SOLVE THE JUMBLED WORDS. 

NESREC  KDAR  

WOOLLF  NOBELG  

RATEL  SALAFH  

TIREFERDI  VRELIS  

SIMOBILPES  NALEO  

OCIVE  TEMENIG  

LATL  HACE  

 

 

 

5. FILL IN THE GAPS; USE THE WORDS FROM THE BOX. 

ALONE, BELONGS, BRIDGE, EMAIL, FLASH, KILOMETRE, LIGHT, MOONSTONE, MOVE, QUEEN, 
SCREEN, SPEAK, SUDDENLY, TALL, TERRIFIED, WOOD 

 

Sophie wants to send an _______________________ to her friend in London when a message 

______________________ appears on the ____________________ of her computer. It tells her to go to 

Devil’s Bridge. It’s a little bridge about a ______________________ down the river in Hunter’s 

______________________. After half an hour Sophie is at the ______________________. There is a circle of 

red _________________________ on the bridge and there’s a ___________________ woman with long dark 

hair in it. She is the Red _______________________. Sophie is _____________________. When she looks 

into the Red Queen’s eyes she can’t speak or _______________________. The queen wants to have the 

_________________________. It’s in Sophie’s hand. Sophie looks at the moonstone and she can 

_________________________ again. She tells the Queen that the moonstone _________________________ 

to her and that the Queen can’t have it. Then there’s a ________________________ of silver light and the 

Queen disappears. Sophie is ________________________ on Devil’s Bridge again. 

 

6. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS. 

a. What does Sophie want to send? __________________________________________________________ 

b. What can she suddenly see on the computer screen? __________________________________________ 

c. What must she follow to get to Devil’s Bridge? ________________________________________________  

d. When does she come to Devil’s Bridge? ____________________________________________________ 


